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  Abstract—This paper proposes a novel active SLAM framework to realize obstacle avoidance and finish the autonomous navigation in 
indoor environment. The improved Fuzzy optimized Q-Learning (FOQL) algorithm is used to solve the obstacles avoidance problem of 
the robot in the environment. To reduce the motion deviation of the robot, fractional PI controller is designed. The localization of the 
robot is based on FastSLAM algorithm. Simulation results of avoiding obstacles using traditional Q-learning algorithm, optimized Q-
learning algorithm and FOQL algorithm are compared. The simulation results show that the improved FOQL algorithm has a faster 
learning speed than other two algorithms. To verify the simulation result, the FOQL algorithm is implemented on a NAO robot and the 
experimental results demonstrate that the improved Fuzzy optimized Q-Learning obstacle avoidance algorithm is feasible and effective. 
 
Index Terms—FASTSLAM, fuzzy logic control, fractional PI, obstacle avoidance, Q-learning 
1. Introduction 
Humanoid robot has attracted many researchers in recent years [1-4], and autonomous navigation ability of humanoid robot has 
been a hot research [5-7]. Autonomous navigation integrates environment perception, dynamic decision and planning etc. 
Autonomous navigation ability can avoid the space constraints of the robot, which can make the robot widely used in many areas 
[8-10]. 
Obstacle avoidance is an important ability to autonomous navigation robot [11-13]. In recent years, many collision avoidance 
algorithms have been studied. Some of these popular methods for path planning include Artificial Potential field Method(APM) 
[14, 15], Vector Field Histogram method(VFH) [16] and, fuzzy logic control method [17], neural network method [18], genetic 
algorithm [19] and so on. APM simplifies all the information of obstacles and the destination to a resultant force. Thus, the local 
details of obstacles will be lost. VFH selects the robot candidate heading by quantifying the obstacle strength value of each angle 
of the robot, which cannot make the robot go through narrow channels. The obstacle avoidance method based on fuzzy logic 
control forms certain rules according to the prior knowledge. Fuzzy logic control approach demonstrates good robustness property, 
real-time performance and less dependence on the environment. But there exists the phenomenon of symmetry which cannot be 
determined. The obstacle avoidance method based on neural network designs controller according to the position of obstacles. But 
it needs a lot of time to train the network in offline to find a global optimal path. The obstacle avoidance method based on genetic 
algorithm divides the robot movement environment into some equal parts and searches an optimal path. Path planning using genetic 
algorithm is a simple and effective method. But genetic algorithm tends to arise the local-trap problem and premature convergence 
problem [17-19]. 
Traditional obstacle avoidance algorithms, such as APM and VFH, are invalid when the information of the obstacle is incomplete 
or completely unknown. However, reinforcement learning (RL) has a better generalization ability when the obstacle is unknown. 
RL is a machine learning method that regards the feedback of the environment as an input and adapts the environment. RL 
decides and optimizes the chosen action by interaction between the agent and the environment. RL has been successfully applied 
to path planning [20, 21]. Q-learning is one of the most popular algorithms in the RL algorithm [22-24]. However, traditional Q-
learning converges slowly. C. Deng and J. E. Meng [25] optimized traditional Q-learning by selecting the action based on 
probability, which speeds up the convergence rate of the algorithm. The improvement of convergence rate will contribute to 
improve the speed and real-time performance of Q-learning algorithm. However, the optimized Q-learning still cannot further meet 
the fast requirement of obstacle avoidance. In practical applications, being real-time is very important for obstacle avoidance, 
which requires fast and effective avoidance obstacle algorithms. In this paper, a new avoidance obstacle algorithm based on an 
improved fuzzy Q-learning is proposed. An optimal fuzzy Q-Learning can further improve the convergence rate by integrating 
daily experience into algorithm. The effectiveness of obstacle avoidance will increase by learning based on the experience of the 
robot.  
Ref. [26] obtains the state space of Q-learning by fuzzy inference system. However, the state space of Q-learning is built based 
on checkerboard path planning model, which is simple and effective. In this paper, we propose an improved FQL algorithm which 
initializes the table entry Q  based on Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) instead of random initialization. The fuzzy rules of FIS are 
based on daily experience. In addition, to solve the problem of walking deviation of the robot, fractional PI controller proposed 
by our previous work [27] is used in this paper. FastSLAM algorithm [28] is used to localize the position of the robot. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives coordinate system, robot mobility model and robot observation 
model. Section 3 introduces traditional Q-learning algorithm, optimized Q-learning algorithm and fuzzy Q-learning. We also 
analyze the convergence of fuzzy Q-learning and design fractional PI controller. Section 4 shows the results of the simulation. 
Experimental results are presented in Section 5 and conclusions are shown in Section 6.  
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2. System model 
System model includes moving model and observation model of the robot. The moving model is used to describe mobile control 
of the robot. And in the fuzzy Q-learning obstacle avoidance algorithm, the design of action elements is based on the robot moving 
model. The observation model is used to describe the environment perception of the robot, especially the obstacles and landmarks. 
In order to describe moving model and observation model of the robot clearly, a unified coordinate system is required to build.  
2.1 Global coordinate system and local coordinate system  
An appropriate coordinate system is needed to be established to describe the position of the robot and the obstacles for avoiding 
obstacles. In this paper, two two–dimensional rectangular coordinates, global coordinate system and local coordinate system are 
built. 
Global coordinate system is a fixed coordinate system which is used to mark the position of the robot and the objects in the 
environment. Global coordinate system is established according to the initial pose of the robot. The initial position of the robot is 
regarded as the origin of the global coordinate system. The robot faces the positive direction of X axis, and the direction of robot’s 
left side is the positive direction of Y axis. Local coordinate system, that is, the coordinate system of the robot, is described for the 
position of the observed object relative to the robot. The local coordinate system is built according to the current position of the 
robot. The positive direction of X axis in the local coordinate system is the same as the robot’s direction, and the positive direction 
of Y axis is the robot’s left side. Fig. 1 shows the global coordinate system and local coordinate system. The global coordinate 
system is described by solid line, and the local coordinate system is described by dotted line. θ is the angle between the robot and 
the X axis of global coordinate, Ø is the angle between robot and the object and d is the distance between the robot and the object. 
 
Fig. 1.  Coordinate system. 
2.2 Robot moving model 
The moving model of the robot demonstrates the transition relationship between the control variable and the current pose of the 
robot. The robot pose at ( 1t − ) is expressed as 1 1[ , , ]
T
t r r r tR x y − −=  , and the control variable at t  is expressed as  , ,
T
t t
u x y =    . 
The robot pose at t can be obtained from moving function ( )1, ,t t tf R u n−  when 1tR −  and tu are known, and the formula is 
( )1 1, ,t t t t t t tR f R u n R u n− −= = + +                                                                                                                                                          (1) 
Because there exists noise when the robot moves, Gaussian noise 
tn  is added to moving function. The mean value of tn is 0 
and the variance of 
tn is 
2q  . That is ( )20,tn N q= . 
2.3 Robot observation model  
The observation model can provide the position of the observed object relative to the robot. In Fig. 1, star represents the observed 
object, and the observed value  ,
T
z d =  is obtained from the laser scanner on the robot’s head. The coordinates of the observed 
object in the robot coordinate system are  
𝑃𝐿 = [
𝑥𝐿
𝑦𝐿
] = [
𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙
𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜙
]                                                                                                                                                               (2) 
The current pose of the robot is  , ,
T
t r r t
R x y = , and the coordinates of the observed object in the global coordinate system can 
be calculated by the following equation.  
𝑃𝐺 = [
𝑋𝑔
𝑌𝑔
] = [
𝑥𝑟 + 𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠( 𝜃 + 𝜙)
𝑦𝑟 + 𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛( 𝜃 + 𝜙)
]                                                                                                                                                  (3)  
Local coordinate 
θ 
d 
( 0 , 0 ) 
XG 
YG 
x 
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g 
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r 
Global coordinate 
PL(xL, yL)=PG(Xg, Yg) 
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3. Obstacle avoidance algorithm   
3.1. Reinforcement learning  
RL is an online machine learning method, which regards the environment feedback as the input and can adapt the environment. In 
reinforcement learning, the environment is described as a set of states S  and the action of an agent is described as a set of actions 
A . The learning purpose of the agent is to generate an appropriate action policy which can select an action sequence and result in 
an optimal result. The tr is the reward of the ta in the current environment ts . 
 Fig. 2 shows the structure of RL. The agent can find the optimal policy by trial and error method. In any state ts , the agent 
performs an action ta  which can make the state of environment become 1ts +  and get a reward tr to evaluate the action. tr is the 
immediate reward of performing action 
ta when the environment state is ts . The agent repeats these steps until it satisfied   
termination condition or becomes target state. The action sequence performed by the agent from the initial state to the termination 
state is called an episode or a trial.  
The whole process of reinforcement learning is that the agent determines and optimizes the choice of an action by interacting 
with the environment. And the interaction between the agent and environment is modelled based on Markov Decision Process 
(MDP)[29]. 
Agent
environment
action
reward
state 
new state
s0 s1
a1
r1r0
a0
s2
a2
r2
...
 
Fig. 2.  Reinforcement learning schematic diagram 
3.2. Q-learning algorithm  
Q-learning is one of the most popular algorithms in the reinforcement learning algorithm [30]. Traditional Q-learning is valid for 
path planning but convergence rate is slow [31]. Some researchers improved the convergence rate by optimizing the action selection 
strategy of traditional Q-learning. In this paper, the proposed fuzzy Q-learning algorithm can further improve the convergence rate 
comparing with the optimized Q-learning.  
3.2.1. Traditional Q-learning 
The purpose of traditional Q-learning is to directly learn the evaluation ( , )Q s a  of each state-action pair ( , )t ts a  . ta is one of the 
possible actions chosen in state ts  . The value of  ( , )Q s a  denotes the cumulative reward after the agent takes action a  in state 
s . Traditional Q-learning is given by [29]. 
1( , ) max ( , )t t t tQ s a r Q s a += +                                                                                                                                                     (4) 
where tr  denotes the immediate reward received from the environment by taking action ta  in state ts , and   denotes the 
discount factor.  reflects the degree that future action influences current action. The larger  is, the larger the weight value 
considering future action is. Here (0,1)  . Action ta is chosen randomly for traditional Q-learning algorithm. The steps of 
traditional Q-learning algorithm are given in Table 1.  
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Table 1 
Traditional Q-learning algorithm 
Algorithm 1. Traditional Q-learning algorithm 
    Initialize arbitrarily all ( , )Q s a  values 
    Observe the current state ts  
    Repeat (for each episode): 
        Choose an action ta  randomly and execute ta  
        Receive immediate reward tr  
        Observe new state 1ts +  
        Update ( , )t tQ s a  
1( , ) max( , )t t t
a
Q s a r s a + +  
        1t ts s +  
 
3.2.2. Optimized Q-learning  
For traditional Q-learning algorithm, the agent randomly chooses an action from actions space. All actions chosen by equal 
probability from action space will result in slow convergence rate. So traditional Q-learning algorithm is optimized by choosing 
an action based on different probability. Then the optimized Q-learning can improve convergence rate on the basic of satisfying 
convergence condition [25-30,32].  
( , )
( , )
( | )
i
j
Q s a
i Q s a
j
k
P a s
k
=

                                                                                                                                                                 (5) 
where ( | )iP a s  represents the chosen probability of action ia  by the agent. k  is a constant and 0k  . Thus, an action which has 
a high Q  value can have a high probability. The probability of all actions is nonzero. Therefore, the optimized Q-learning 
algorithm has a higher learning efficiency than traditional Q-learning algorithm. The value of k  reflects how strongly the selection 
favors actions with high Q  value. k  demonstrates the importance of Q value when an agent chooses the action. The larger k  is, 
the higher probability of chosen action above average Q . In contrast, the smaller k  is, the higher probability of chosen other 
actions below average Q . So the agent will choose the action whose Q value is not very large. The steps of the optimal Q-learning 
algorithm are given in Table II. 
 
Table 2 
Optimized Q-learning algorithm  
Algorithm 2. Optimized Q-learning algorithm 
    Initialize arbitrarily all ( , )Q s a values 
    Observe the current state ts  
    Repeat (for each episode): 
        Choose an action ta  according to Eq. (5) and execute ta  
        Receive immediate reward tr  
        Observe new state 1ts +  
        Update ( , )t tQ s a  
1( , ) max( , )t t t
a
Q s a r s a + +  
        1t ts s +  
 
3.3. Fuzzy Q-learning obstacle avoidance algorithm 
( , )Q s a  is generally initialized to 0 or other random value for traditional Q-learning and the optimized Q-learning, which makes 
the agent try many times in every episode. It will influence learning speed. Convergence rate will be improved if ( , )Q s a  is 
initialized an appropriate value. In this paper, an optimized fuzzy Q-learning is proposed to avoid obstacles. The proposed 
algorithm initializes ( , )Q s a  using fuzzy rules based on the optimized Q-learning, which can further improve convergence rate.  
3.3.1. Checkerboard path planning model 
The obstacle avoidance is considered as a path planning which can find an optimal path to reach the target point. To realize obstacle 
avoidance, checkerboard path planning model is established in Fig. 3.  
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(a)  Checkerboard model (b)  An optimal obstacle avoidance path from the origin to the destination 
Fig. 3.  Checkerboard path planning model 
In Fig. 3. (a), the length of each small square is 0.1 meter. The red star represents the obstacle and the blue point is the target 
location. The size of checkerboard path planning model is 
max max( 0.8) ( 0.8)h l+  + . maxh denotes the maximum transverse distance 
between obstacles and maxl  denotes the maximum longitudinal distance between obstacles. The safe distance between the robot 
and the obstacle is set as 0.3 meter in consideration of the outline of the robot. So the red cross denotes danger area. The robot will 
collide with the obstacle if the robot is in danger area. For the checkerboard path planning model, the robot can move from an 
intersection to another adjoining intersection. Those intersections constitute the state set S . Fig. 3. (b) shows an optimal obstacle 
avoidance path that the robot moves from current position to target position.  
3.3.2. Action set and Reward function 
According to the checkerboard model, action set A  consists of four action elements which are forward, backward, left and right. 
The corresponding control input is [0.1,0,0]Tforwardu = , [ 0.1,0,0]
T
backwardu = − , [0,0.1,0]
T
leftu =  and [0, 0.1,0]
T
rightu = − . 
Although these actions are simple, but it can help the robot compete the task of obstacle avoidance effectively. The size of action 
space A  plays an important role in the operational efficiency of Q-learning algorithm. Complex action set will increase the amount 
of computation.  
Reward function, which can provide immediate reward value by evaluating the interaction result between the robot and the 
environment, plays a key role in learning speed. State set of the environment includes three parts: danger area ds , safe area ss  
and target point location es . If the robot reaches the danger area, the safe area or the target point, the immediate reward is a negative 
value, zero or a positive value, respectively. The current robot position is S and reward function is 
100
0
100
e
s e
d
s s
r s s and s s
s s
=

=  
− 
                                                                                                                                                      (6) 
3.3.3. Initialize ( , )Q s a  based on FIS 
For the improved fuzzy Q-learning obstacle avoidance algorithm, ( , )Q s a  is initialized based on Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) 
instead of a random value. That is, each state-action pair is evaluated by FIS. Thus ( , )Q s a  will have a relatively appropriate initial 
value which can improve learning speed.  
( , )i iQ s a  is initialized by the following equation. 
'
'
'
10
( , )
i
i d
i i
i s
a
i i
s s
Q s a
FIS s s
s s
− 
= 

⎯⎯→
                                                                                                                                                             (7) 
where ', ,i i is S s S a A   . The robot changes from state is  to state 
'
is  after taking action ia . ( , )i iQ s a  value is obtained from FIS 
if 
'
i ss s . The fuzzy rules are as follows. 
 
If D  is P  and DR  is NR , Then Y  is B  
If D  is P  and DR  is NR , Then Y  is M  
If D  is N  and DR  is NR , Then Y  is S  
If D  is N  and DR  is NR , Then Y  is VS  
 
where D  is the distance between the robot and the obstacle. DR denotes the difference between 1d  and 2d . 1d  is the distance 
between the robot in state is  and the target location. 2d  is the distance between the robot in state 
'
is  and the target location. Y is 
the output of FIS. The fuzzy set of D  is  ,Z P N=  which denotes ‘positive’ and ‘negative’, respectively. The range of D is 
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[0.3,1.0] .The fuzzy set of DR is  ,W NR FR=  which denotes ‘near’ and ‘far’, respectively. The range of DR is [ 0.1,0.1]− . 
The fuzzy set of Y is  C= , , ,VS S M B  which denotes ‘very small’, ‘small’ , ‘middle’ and ‘big’, respectively. The Y is the output 
of FIS and its domain is {1,4,5,10}. Fig. 4 shows the degree of membership function of D， DR and Y . Minimum value method 
is used to deal with the “and” logic in the rule base. The fuzzification adopts membership value method and the defuzzification 
adopts centroid method. The advantage of centroid method is that it makes full use of the information of the result of inference and 
it is robust. The formula of centroid method is  
( ( ))
*
( )
i i
i
i
i
y y
y
y



=


                                                                                                                                                                     (8) 
where iy  is fuzzy single-point value and ( )iy  is the membership degree of iy . The output surface is shown in Fig. 5. 
The fuzzy rules will produce such result that the initial value of ( , )i iQ s a  will be big if the robot moves along the edge of an 
obstacle and is close to the destination. The fuzzy rules will make the robot bypass the obstacles with fewer steps according to 
daily experience. The degree of membership function D  expresses the level which the robot moves along the edge of an obstacle. 
The degree of membership of DR expresses the level which the robot is close to the destination. 
0.3 0.5
1.0
D
P N
1.0   
1.0
-0.1 0.10
DR
nearfar
 
Y
1.0
1051 4
VS S M B
 
Fig. 4.  The D , DR  and Y  membership functions, respectively 
 
 
Fig. 5.  The output surface of FIS 
3.3.4. Fuzzy Q-learning 
In order to further improve the convergence rate, fuzzy Q-learning is proposed to avoid obstacles on the basic of the optimized Q-
learning. Daily experience is integrated into Q-learning by initializing ( , )Q s a  using FIS. The efficiency of obstacle avoidance will 
increase by learning based on its experience. 
3.4. Convergence analysis 
The fuzzy Q-learning algorithm is convergent under certain conditions. In this paper, Q-learning is a deterministic Markov Decision 
Process (MDP). According to the convergence theorem of Q-learning MDP [33], the algorithm is convergent if three conditions 
are satisfied. Firstly, the immediate reward values are bounded. That is, there exists a positive constant c which make all state-
action pair satisfy ( , )r s a c . Secondly, the initial value of ( , )Q s a  is finite values and the discount factor  meets the condition 
0 1  . Thirdly, each state-action pair should be usually visited infinitely. 0.9 =  and immediate reward satisfies ( , ) 100r s a   
in this paper. In the learning process of fuzzy Q-learning, the robot will try enough times so that the third condition can be satisfied. 
So the fuzzy Q-learning obstacle avoidance algorithm is convergent.  
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Table 3 
Fuzzy Q-learning algorithm 
Algorithm 3. Fuzzy Q-learning algorithm 
Initialize all ( , )Q s a  values based on FIS 
Observe the current state ts  
Repeat (for each episode): 
Choose an action ta  according to Eq. (5) and execute ta  
Receive immediate reward tr  
Observe new state 1ts +  
Update ( , )t tQ s a  
1( , ) max( , )t t t
a
Q s a r s a + +  
1t ts s +  
 
3.5. Fractional PI  controller 
The control noise can lead to the movement deviation of the robot when the robot walks. The deviation denotes the difference 
between the desired pose of the robot and the actual pose of the robot. In order to reduce the influence of control noise, fractional 
PI ( )PI  controller is designed, which can give a reasonable control input of correcting deviation. The transfer function of PI
  
is [26] 
( ) ip
k
G s k
s
= +                                                                                                                                                                       (9) 
We use trial and error method to get the values of kp and ki in the fractional PI controller. where 0.9pk = , 0.1ik =  and 0.1 = . 
PI  controller can consider the current and previous deviation, which can give a reasonable control input of correcting deviation. 
Fig. 6 shows the diagram of PI

 controller. Rx is the real pose of the robot and Dx is the desired pose of the robot. ee is the 
difference between 
Dx  and Rx . u is the deviation correction control input. 
 
Fig. 6  The diagram of  fractional PI  controller 
Traditional Q-learning 
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(a)  The result of traditional Q-learning 
Improved Q-learning 
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(b)  The result of improved Q-learning 
Fuzzy Q-learning 
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(c)  The result of fuzzy Q-learning 
Fig. 7.  The results of path planning at learning times 65N =  
 
controllerPI
Rx
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+Dx uee
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Traditional Q-learning 
N=95
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(a)  The result of traditional Q-learning 
Improved Q-learning 
N=95
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(b)  The result of improved Q-learning 
Fuzzy Q-learning 
N=95
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(c)  The result of fuzzy Q-learning 
Fig.8.  The results of path planning at learning times 95N =  
4. Simulation results 
The simulation results of obstacle avoidance are provided in this section. Firstly, the learning speed of the traditional Q-learning, 
the optimized Q-learning and the fuzzy optimized Q-learning is compared, and convergence rate of the fuzzy Q-learning is the 
fastest. Then control noise is added to the movement of the robot to test the performance of the fractional  PI  controller. In 
simulation environment, the robot moves from original point (0,0)  to the target point (2,0) . Checkerboard path planning model is 
established once the robot encounters obstacles. Then the robot will plan an obstacle avoidance path according to the proposed 
algorithm. The k  in  Eq. (5) is 2.0 ( 2.0k = ) and the discount factor of the traditional Q-learning, the optimized Q-learning and the 
proposed fuzzy Q-learning is 0.9 ( 0.9) =  in this paper.  
    Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the results of path planning using the traditional Q-learning [17], the optimized Q-learning [18,19] and 
the fuzzy Q-learning at learning times 65N = and 95N = , respectively, when the number of the obstacle is two. In these two 
figures, the triangle represents the robot and the rectangle with slash is the obstacle. The red path (from the point (0.2,0)  to the 
point (1.5,0) ) in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 is the obstacle avoidance path obtained by the traditional Q-learning, the optimized Q-learning 
and the fuzzy Q-learning, respectively. The robot will perform obstacle avoidance when 0.35rod m . rod  is the minimum distance 
between the robot and obstacle. The size of the checkerboard model built by the robot is 1.2 1.5m m . Fuzzy Q-learning can find 
the optimal obstacle avoidance path at 65N = , while the traditional Q-learning and the optimized Q-learning can’t find it at 
65N = . The traditional Q-learning, the optimized Q-learning and the fuzzy Q-learning can find an optimal obstacle avoidance 
path when 95N = . 
 
(a)  Statistics of the number of steps of obstacle avoidance of three Q-learning  
 
(b)  Statistics of the average value of tentative steps of three Q-learning 
Fig. 9.  The results of three Q-learning algorithm at different learning times 
Fig. 9. (a) shows the number of steps of obstacle avoidance of the traditional Q-learning, the optimized Q-learning and the 
proposed fuzzy Q-learning algorithm at different learning times N  when there are two obstacles. Fig. 9. (b) shows the average 
value of tentative steps of the traditional Q-learning, the optimized Q-learning and the fuzzy Q-learning after learning N  times. 
Fig. 9 demonstrates that the proposed fuzzy Q-learning algorithm can find an optimal obstacle avoidance path more quickly than 
the traditional Q-learning and the optimized Q-learning algorithm. 
The simulation results show that the proposed fuzzy optimized Q-learning algorithm has higher learning speed and is more 
effective than the traditional Q-learning and the optimized Q-learning. 
Gaussian noise 2(0, )n N q=  is added to the motion control and 0.02q = . PI

 controller is used to restrain the noise influence. 
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In Fig. 10, the green path is a desired path and the red path is the actual path. Fig. 10. (a) shows the result of obstacle avoidance 
under noise. Fig. 10. (b) shows the result after the correction of PI

 controller. Fig. 11. (a) shows the position error after the 
correction of PI

controller. Fig. 11. (b) shows the error of the robot angle   after the correction of PI

 controller. It is obvious 
that the fractional PI controller can reduce motion deviation effectively.  
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(a)  The walking trajectory of obstacle avoidance without PI  controller 
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(b)  The walking trajectory of obstacle avoidance with PI  controller 
Fig. 10.  The result of the correction of the noise by the PI  controller 
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(a)  The position error after the correction of PI  controller 
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(b)  The error of the robot angle θ after the correction of PI  controller 
Fig. 11.  The error after the correction of PI  controller 
 
From the simulation results, we can see that our approach has 3 advantages: 1. The fuzzy optimized Q-learning (FOQL) algorithm 
is first used to avoid obstacles and has faster learning speed and less steps than the traditional Q-learning and the optimized Q-
learning. 2. Active SLAM framework combining FOQL avoidance obstacles algorithm with FastSLAM is proposed to improve 
the ability of autonomous navigation.  3. The Fractional PI  controller can reduce motion deviation effectively and restrain the 
influence of Gaussian noise. 
5. Experiment 
NAO[34] robot shown in Fig. 12 is a humanoid robot with biped walking. There is a laser scanner at the head of NAO robot. 
Laser scanner is used for observing object position in unknown environment. Fig. 13 is the detecting result of laser scanner, and 
the black points are the two obstacles. The laser range is from 20mm to 5600mm, 240° area scanning range with 0.36° angular 
resolution. The laser can provide the distance between the obstacle and robot. 
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Laser scanner
                                                                              
                                      Fig. 12.  The NAO robot                                      Fig.13 Target's laser scan result, the black points are the reflect of obstacle 
 
The experiment scene of obstacle avoidance is shown in Fig. 14. The NAO robot walks in the environment with obstacles. 
The task of the NAO robot is to reach the destination bypassing obstacles. The obstacle avoidance of fuzzy optimized Q-learning 
algorithm with the same setup as the simulation is used in the experiment. The purpose of the experiment is to demonstrate the 
feasibility of the fuzzy Q-learning obstacle avoidance algorithm. In the process of walking to the destination, the NAO robot 
localization is based on FastSLAM algorithm. There are three landmarks in the experiment. Obstacle 1 and obstacle 2 are not only 
the obstacles in the experiment, but also the landmarks in FastSLAM algorithm. Fractional PI  controller rectifies the deviation 
according to the estimation position of the NAO robot by FastSLAM algorithm.  
 
destination
obstacle 1
obstacle 2
 landmark
 
Fig. 14.  Experiment scene 
 
In the beginning of the experiment, the NAO robot observes the surrounding environment. If the minimum distance between 
the robot and the obstacle 0.35rod  , the NAO robot starts to avoid obstacle by fuzzy Q-learning obstacle avoidance algorithm. 
Otherwise, the NAO robot will walk until it reaches the destination. The flow chart of the experiment is shown in Fig. 15. 
obstacles 
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Fig. 15. The flow chart of the system 
 
 
 
(a). view 1 
 
(b). view 2 
Fig. 16.  The process of the obstacle avoidance of NAO robot 
 
Fig. 16 shows the process of the obstacle avoidance of the NAO robot. Fig. 17 shows the result of the optimal obstacle avoidance. 
The green path is a desired walking path of the NAO robot. The red path is an estimated path by FastSLAM algorithm. The red 
plus sign is the estimated position of the landmarks. The experiment demonstrates that the NAO robot can successfully avoid 
obstacles by using the proposed method in this paper. There is some slight difference between the estimated path and the desired 
path because of external interference and the estimated error. 
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Fig. 17.  The result of the obstacle avoidance experiment of NAO robot 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, a fuzzy optimized Q-learning (FOQL) combining with FastSLAM is proposed to plan an optimal path without 
colliding any obstacles in the environment. It is successfully applied to autonomous walking of the NAO robot in unknown 
environment. The simulation results show that FOQL avoidance obstacles algorithm proposed in this paper has faster convergence 
rate than the traditional Q-learning and the optimized Q-learning. To reduce the motion deviation of the robot, fractional PI
controller is used when the robot walks. Finally, the experiment demonstrates that FOQL algorithm fused with FastSLAM proposed 
in this paper can effectively avoid obstacles and locate in the autonomous navigation. 
Our future works will focus on obstacle avoidance of the robot in dynamic environment, which includes not only fixed obstacles 
but also dynamics obstacles, and more complex environment should be further studied. 
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